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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Leonardo Hernandez Alba has contributed to the dictionary with 14 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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advertencia notarial
It is the legal or official way of getting someone a notice officially, it is recorded, or adds date and general information of
the person who receives and kinship or connection with the notified, for not claiming ignorance.It is similar to the Act of
sheriff in some countries.Anything that is sent to give a notice or legal action of a process and that dictates what to
predict, do or avoid to avoid creating undue or prohibited, situations made legally by a probate lawyer.

canchanchan
Word used in Spanish, mainly in the countries of Latin America, to refer to the partner or partner of parties, drinks and
entertainment.It is not your canchanchan that or any person who is in disagreement with you.

desguamao
When something or someone is unkempt, synonym of desguabinado, without guabina, which was an important piece of
clothing of the past century.

equilibrizar
Take balance, balance up to get it.A verb that defines the action to take balance.Example: I'm equilibrizando.

herbores
It said were symptoms of acidity caused by foods and liquids, especially beer. When people make a lot of beer give you
Hervores.Esta Word is an adaptation for boiling, feel something boiling it inside of the stomach.It is also written as
hervores, or jervores.

homonimos
They are words that have the same sound when pronounced and are written similar but with different meanings. 
Example s there: Up to distance , Asta- Vertical Dino Object holding the flag

mococoa
Mococoa: Is the State of amemamuento Pos fill.After a big meal gets people the MOCOCOA. Symptoms: Pick up the
cocote or neck, eyes half closed, is the estropajosa language and the fan, almost always in a mesedora belly. It tends to
be more frequent in the afternoon after the comidas.la lower jaw sticks of the chest and lasts mococoa proboca snoring.

motrocolo
Nickname given to all persons having motor difficulties or clumsiness to perform certain tasks because of its huge size
and weight.For example, "Frankestain was a motrocolo "  '

ñema
It is the street name given to the tip of the penis whose proper name is Glans.

puticlub
Place classified as club but for prostitutes or prostitutes.Place of recreation of women visited by men seeking to satisfy
their sexual desires

revento



Revento, of the verb burst, explode, when something exceeds its storage capacity, and therefore it bursts, synonymous
with burst, exploded.

soñar que alguien tira comida
It is due to go to bed hungry.

supraordenación
Supra = maximum, sort = sorting, is the way or sort order in a very high expression, so can continue placing you prefixes
words and verbs to the superlative degree, Supra, mega, ultra, etc...

trasloque
What was after something.Something adverse that was carried out in a comprehensive way, unfinished and that threw
an unexpected result.Example: the situation became a trasloque.


